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Abstract 

 
Tom Lea occupies a remarkable presence in the world of art and literature. Many aspiring artists dream to reach his 

level of mastery, but ultimately end up falling short. Tom Lea possessed many extraordinary talents such as: 

landscapist, portraitist, muralist, illustrator, studio painter, fiction writer, historian, and poet. Even though he painted 

several famous paintings and wrote many amazing pieces of literature, not many people knew Tom Lea outside of 

Texas. People would admire his artwork when they came across it but never really knew his name. by gathering 

inspiration from his upbringing, his three major influencers, his artwork, his experience in World War II, and his 

extremely successful western novels, Tom Lea narrated his life through his works of art. This essay follows Tom Lea’s 

successful and profound career in art and literature that impacted Texas greatly, as well as dives into his World War 

II experience as a war correspondent for Life magazine. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Tom Lea occupies a remarkable presence in the world of art and literature. Many aspiring artists dream to reach his 

level of mastery, but ultimately end up falling short. Tom Lea possessed many extraordinary talents such as: 

landscapist, portraitist, muralist, illustrator, studio painter, fiction writer, historian, and poet. Born July 11, 1907, the 

artist lived in El Paso, Texas, and drew inspiration from his homeland for several of his paintings and pieces of 

literature. Even though he painted several famous paintings and wrote many amazing pieces of literature, not many 

people knew Tom Lea outside of Texas. People would admire his artwork when they came across it but never really 

knew his name. No matter where he traveled, Tom Lea would always come back to the land he loved and put most of 

his effort leaving his mark there.  

   At a young age, Tom Lea developed a life-long addiction for detail. This addiction for detail became omnipresent 

in every piece of art he produced. The artist did not take his talents lightly. He often viewed them as burdens and 

blessings equally. He admitted that “writing was work and painting a pleasure.”1 He considered the 50’s as his best 

years as a writer and the 60’s and 70’s as the golden years of his artistic achievements. Tom Lea drew inspiration from 

his experiences in World War II for a few of his paintings. He credited his level of mastery in art and literature to his 

three major mentors: John W. Norton, J. Frank Dobie, and Carl Hertzog. These three men ultimately helped develop 

Tom Lea into the remarkable artist his admirers know him as today. They guided him and taught him countless 

techniques which would transform his career later in his life.  

   While Tom Lea created masterful paintings, he did not make viewers with expert eyes his intended audience. He 

did not include any hidden conviction viewers needed to dig up. Instead, he preferred to create pieces of art that evoked 

an immediate and appreciative reaction. He wanted everyone from all backgrounds to enjoy his art without having to 

dig too deep to find the meaning. His journey to become one of America’s greatest painters started at age twenty-nine 

and ended sixty-four years later. By gathering inspiration from his upbringing, his three major influencers, his artwork, 
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his experience in World War II, and his extremely successful western novels, Tom Lea narrated his life through his 

works of art. 

 

 

2. Upbringing 
 

Tom Lea experienced a happy childhood with supportive parents, teachers, and role models who all encouraged him 

to pursue his dream of becoming an artist. Growing up, Tom Lea felt lucky and humbled to have such supportive 

parents. His father, Tom Lea Jr., practiced as a frontier lawyer and became El Paso’s mayor from 1915 to 1917 during 

the Mexican Revolution. During this time, Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa placed a bounty on Mayor Lea’s head 

and threatened to kidnap Tom Lea and his brothers. Because of this threat, Tom Lea traveled to school and anywhere 

he might need to go with a police escort. Tom Lea’s father also told him and his brothers lavish stories recounting the 

thrilling conquests of Daniel Boone and Davy Crocket. His mother, Zola Utt Lea, made sure he attended church and 

knew the Bible. According to the Tom Lea Institute, Tom Lea’s childhood memories “included the sounds of the 

horses from the fire station trotting down Rio Grande Street and the excitement of being awakened by a tipica band 

playing in front of their home on Nevada Street after his father was elected mayor.”2 Tom Lea also gained inspiration 

from Mount Franklin which remained a familiar presence his entire life.  

   Not only did Lea have extremely supportive parents, he also had supportive teachers who also encouraged him to 

become an artist. According to the Texas State Historical Association, “El Paso’s librarian introduced Lea to art books, 

his high school art teacher suggested he design the El Paso High School annual, and his English teachers provided the 

foundation for his becoming a writer.”3 His teachers in high school gravitated towards his undeniable passion for art 

and literature. These important role models in Tom Lea’s early years truly opened the door for him to start exploring 

his dream of becoming an artist. Gertrude Evans, Lea’s high school art teacher, especially helped him in regard to his 

dream. She offered him every opportunity that arose where he could display his artistic talents. Once Tom Lea 

graduated, Gertrude Evans introduced him to the Art Institute of Chicago and encouraged him to enroll. There, he met 

a mentor who greatly impacted his life and career. 

 

 

3. Influencers 
 

Throughout his life, Tom Lea acquired many role models but only three truly impacted his life greatly. While he 

attended the Art Institute of Chicago, he met the great muralist John W. Norton. Lea studied under him and later 

served as Norton’s apprentice between 1927 and 1932. According to National Park Service, Tom Lea “helped Norton 

with his prominent mural for the concourse ceiling in the old Chicago Dailey News Building.”4 Near the end of Tom 

Lea’s apprenticeship, John W. Norton encouraged Lea to study art in Europe. While in Europe, he studied “the works 

of masters such as Eugene Delacroix in Paris and Piero della Francesca and Luca Signorelli in Italy.”2 Tom Lea studied 

the techniques of the Romantic and Renaissance murals by these great artists and incorporated what he learned into 

his own artwork. When he returned, he worked with John W. Norton for one more year before Norton urged Lea and 

his wife to move to the art colony in Santa Fe, New Mexico. John W. Norton greatly impacted Tom Lea not only 

through his apprenticeship, but throughout his entire life.  

   Tom Lea also expanded his artistic knowledge by working with his father’s longtime friend and famous Texas writer 

J. Frank Dobie. After reuniting again after several years, Dobie asked Tom Lea to illustrate the covers of Apache Gold 

and Yaqui Silver (1939), John C. Duval: First Texas Man of Letters (1939), and later The Longhorns (1941). By 

illustrating a few of Dobie’s books, it gave him national visibility and brought him to the attention to the managing 

editor of Life magazine who read Dobie’s books. According to an article from Baylor University, Tom Lea “generally 

painted portraits for friends.”5 After Tom Lea illustrated the few books for Dobie, he honored him and drew a portrait 

of him.  

   After his time with J. Frank Dobie, Tom Lea began another enduring professional relationship with El Paso printer 

and book designer Carl Hertzog. During this relationship, Hertzog helped Tom Lea with his illustrations. According 

to the University of Texas at El Paso, “Lea and Hertzog printed a limited edition of The Notebook of Nancy Lea, 1932-

1936, in memory of Tom’s late wife.”6 Carl Hertzog ended up printing Tom Lea’s book Bullfight Manual for 

Spectators for him. Tom Lea learned many crucial and valuable life lessons from his mentors. He learned how to 

create the most breathtaking murals from John W. Norton, gained valuable experience by illustrating J. Frank Dobie’s 

books, and improved his illustration abilities from working with Carl Hertzog.  
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4. Famous Paintings 
 

After gaining enough experience and knowledge as an artist, Tom Lea created several nation-wide known paintings. 

One of his most well-known murals, Rio Grande (1954), reveals his talent for painting landscapes. Tom Lea took 

great inspiration from the English fine art landscape painter John Constable. According to Humanities Texas, “it was 

from Constable that Lea recognized that light and shadows never stand still, and that light should be given 

prominence—even dominance. Where better does light display its wonder than in Lea’s beloved Southwest, piercing 

the clouds and dancing on the desert mountains?”1 Studying John Constable’s landscape paintings and figuring out 

his techniques drastically improved Lea’s own landscape paintings. The Rio Grande actually remains as one of former 

President George W. Bush’s favorites. Bush and his wife adored this painting so much that they borrowed Lea’s 

painting from the El Paso Museum of Art and displayed it in the Oval Office during both of Bush’s terms. The Tom 

Lea Institute revealed that, “Whenever President Bush talked about the art he saw every day, he’d say the Oval Office 

was not dark and regal, but a light and open place—and then he’d point to Rio Grande.”7 The institute also stated that 

after Bush pointed to Rio Grande, he closed with his own version of his favorite Tom Lea quote: “Sarah and I live on 

the east side of the mountain. It is the sunrise side, not the sunset side. It is the side to see the day that is coming, not 

the side to see the day that is gone. The best day is the day coming, with the work to do, with the eyes wide open, with 

the heart grateful.”7 The optimistic aura of Rio Grande proves the reason why Bush and several of Lea’s admirers 

adore this landscape painting.  

   Another one of his most well-known paintings, Sarah in the Summertime (1947), captured a beautiful shot of his 

second wife and debuted a more personal side to his artwork. The Tom Lea Institute provides a quote from Tom Lea 

about the inspiration behind the piece. In the quote, Tom Lea states, “I had a snapshot of Sarah which I carried in my 

wallet during the whole war. […] I looked at it, homesick, all over the world. When the war was over, the first painting 

I began was a full-length life size portrait of Sarah in the little snapshot. It was a painter’s votive offering made in the 

gladness of being home.”2 When people asked him his favorite painting he ever composed, he would always answer 

Sarah in the Summertime. He said that it means more to him than he could ever put on canvas.2 Tom Lea created these 

paintings and all of his other well-known paintings with great and personal care. 

 

 

5. World War II 
 

After gaining the attention of the managing editor of Life magazine, they hired him to become a war correspondent 

during World War II and, because of it, he composed several breathtaking paintings and wrote stories from 1941 to 

1945. During his time with Life magazine he travelled all over the world with the military, including the North Atlantic, 

Great Britain, North Africa, Italy, the Middle East, India, China, and the western Pacific.6 While he traveled with the 

Marines and other branches of the military, he witnessed harrowing tragedies along with the soldiers. According to 

Texas State Historical Association, Tom Lea “covered the fight against German U-boats in late 1941; he was aboard 

the carrier USS Hornet during the air and sea battles off Guadalcanal in 1942 and witnessed the sinking of the USS 

Wasp.”3 In his painting That 2,000 Yard Stare (1944) that he composed during the war, he perfectly captured the 

effects such horrific experiences had on the soldiers. The painting displays a war-ridden soldier staring straight forward 

with a wide-eyed blank expression while chaos occurs around him. While commenting on That 2,000 Yard Stare, 

Tom Lea said: 

 

I noticed a tattered marine…staring stiffly at nothing. His mind had crumbled in battle…his eyes 

were like two black empty holes in his head…Last evening he came down out of the hills. Told to 

get some sleep, he found a shell crater and slumped into it…First light has given his gray face eerie 

color. […] He has tropical disease… he half sleeps at night and gouges Japs out of holes all day. 

Two thirds of his company have been killed or wounded… How much can a human endure?8 

 

Tom Lea painted That 2,000 Yard Stare to adequately portray the horrors the soldiers went through and permanent 

scars seared on their psyches. Tom Lea also painted The Price (1944) which depicts a severely wounded soldier with 

a bloody, destroyed arm and left side of his face. The soldier’s arm and face almost appear melted, possibly from a 

bombing. One of the remarkable aspects of The Price focuses on the way the soldier still marches on despite 

experiencing agonizing pain. The Tom Lea Institute revealed in a video about his war sketchbook that Tom Lea said, 

“You see things with greater clarity when the adrenaline is flowing and you are frightened. I don’t know if it’s an 

accurate kind of sharpness, but it hits you deeper and stronger.”9 Witnessing graphic scenes right in front of him 
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caused Lea to frantically draw in his sketchbook which he later turned into eerie paintings. Tom Lea also said, “I did 

not report hearsay; I did not imagine, or fake, or improvise; I did not cuddle up with personal emotion, moral notion, 

or political opinion about War with a capital W. I reported in pictures what I saw with my own two eyes, wide open.”10 

Tom Lea did not dramatize his paintings for the bare, original product already seemed too graphic and horrific to 

believe. 

 

 

6. Literature 
 

After returning from his art and correspondent job in World War II with Life magazine, Tom Lea took to writing 

literature. Tom Lea always had a passion for the arts, but he also had a passion for literature. He gained inspiration 

and guidance from his high school English teachers and J. Frank Dobie but never really put his talent to use until after 

the war. When Lea and his first wife lived in Chicago, they befriended a couple who “opened their library and 

introduced them to books by Ernest Hemingway, Gertrude Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Aldous Huxley.”3 Tom Lea 

studied the books written by these great authors and improved his own writing by noting their renowned writing style.  

   After returning from war, Tom Lea traveled to Mexico and attended bullfights and began studying the lives and 

training of bullfighters. His first novel, The Brave Bulls, resulted from his studies and became an international best 

seller in 1949. According to Humanities Texas, “Lea did exhaustive work on learning all elements of the sport of 

bullfighting, from the raising of the bulls to the athletic maneuvers and courage of the matadors.”1 Tom Lea also wrote 

another novel, The Wonderful Country, in 1964. For this novel, Tom Lea “studied the history of the El Paso region in 

the 1880’s and the important historical characters.”1 The Wonderful Country tells the story of a man who ends up 

without a home and without a country after committing too many heinous acts. Both of these novels endure as some 

of Tom Lea’s finest works. Despite their fiction genre, Tom Lea created them like the best of fictional works and built 

their foundation on historical fact. The Brave Bulls and The Wonderful Country gained an immense amount of 

popularity that resulted in the creation of movie adaptions.  

   After the success of his first two novels, Tom Lea began to write a history of the world-famous King Ranch in Texas. 

According to the University of Texas at El Paso, “The project, a collaborative effort with Carl Hertzog as printer and 

book designer, Holland McCombs as researcher, Francis Fugate as annotator and Tom Lea as illustrator and writer, 

took five years and two volumes to complete.”6 Lea excelled not only as a writer from this project, but also as a 

historian. Soon after publication, The King Ranch became the finest ranch history ever written. The collaborative 

contribution by Carl Hertzog, the book designer and printer, also made it a visual feast. As Hertzog said, “A beautiful 

book should first be an efficient instrument; it should be legible and easy to read. It may at the same time be a work 

of art, with a beauty and personality of its own.”1 The collaborative effort of these talented men definitely made The 

King Ranch into a piece of art.  

   Tom Lea found his inspiration for The Brave Bulls, The Wonderful Country, and The King Ranch in the place, the 

people, and the culture of his Southwestern homeland. Even though he only wrote a few novels, Tom Lea gained 

greater success from his literature than his previous twenty-year painting career. While they both ended up making 

him famous, he gained more profit from his literature because of the two movie adaptions. Through his novels and 

passion for his homeland, Tom Lea revolutionized western literature and ranch history. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

By gathering inspiration from his upbringing, his three major influencers, his artwork, his experience in World War 

II, and his extremely successful western novels, Tom Lea narrated his life through his works of art. Tom Lea became  

one of the greatest artists, illustrators, landscapists, and writers Texas has ever known. The support of his parents and 

teachers gave him the boost he needed to start travelling the road to success and greatness. Tom Lea also had very 

supportive spouses. His first wife, Nancy June Taylor, travelled everywhere with him and, as a fellow art student, 

helped Lea find his inspiration for paintings early in his career. One of his most profound mentors, John W. Norton, 

encouraged Lea while on his deathbed to “go back to that part of the world you have held dear in your heart these 

many years and become your own man.”1 Norton’s advice proved great as Tom Lea felt most passionate and in-his-

element when the scenery of his homeland surrounded him. When his first wife passed away from an appendicitis 

attack, Lea packed up his belongings, destroyed most of his works from the hill in Santa Fe, and forgot the city. He 

wanted a fresh start, and more importantly, he learned how to take inspiration from his homeland even when it did not 

surround him. He focused more intently on his career and tried to start mastering his talents.  
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   In terms of his technique and ability, Tom Lea is regarded as one of the greatest muralists in Texas history. Some 

might even say he out-mastered his mentor Norton. In the art world, “Murals are the most physically demanding of 

artistic efforts and because of their size, difficult to execute. It is a challenge that few artists accept without a staff of 

supporters. Even John Norton had his helpers, Lea being prominent in that role.”1 Despite this fact, Tom Lea created 

his murals alone and lost nothing in the visual impact. Tom Lea’s dedication to his craft and the time he devoted to it 

drew admiration from many artists.  

   Lea also sacrificed not only his time and endless effort serving as a war artist and correspondent in World War II, 

but also his sanity. During his time traveling with the military, Tom Lea witnessed scenes that made many soldiers 

develop PTSD to such a magnitude that they felt insane. Lea risked his sanity and even his life trying to capture the 

perfect scenes. When Lea returned home after the war, he never received any awards, badges, or recognition for his 

sacrifice. Still, Tom Lea returned home and relived the harrowing experiences by turning his frantic sketches into 

eerie paintings.  

   Tom Lea not only holds a great presence in the art world, but one in the literary world as well. With his novels The 

Brave Bulls, The Wonderful Country, and his strenuous five-year-long project The King Ranch, Lea transformed the 

world of western literature. Anyone who reads his novels can easily feel the passion and love Tom Lea held for his 

homeland. Because of his hard work and endless passion, The King Ranch became the finest ranch history ever written 

and single-handedly revolutionized the world of western literature.  

   So, what makes Tom Lea so great? He devoted time and effort into his craft, mastered it, and explored other mediums 

just like any other artist but he possessed humility and displayed selflessness. Even when he became famous he would 

do portraits or paintings without a fee. He never grew egotistical and never believed he deserved praise for his hard 

work. He stayed grounded and humble while simultaneously revolutionizing the artistic and literary world. While 

conversing with Adair Margo, founder of the Tom Lea Institute, he said this:  

 

What I’ve tried to do as a painter is to express, when it comes down to it, the great privilege of living 

in such a majestic and mysterious world made by the Almighty. We have the privilege of living in 

this life in this marvelous place. And writing and painting to me don’t have anything to do with who 

I am and what I do, but with what is so wonderful about what’s out there. Having love in your life, 

having energy enough to pursue a thing with all your might and all your spirit. You’re not telling 

anyone how good you are, but how good they are because look at what they can see and do and feel 

in this marvelous life.2 

 

Tom Lea passed away January 29, 2001. Although Texas, America, and the world might have lost such an amazing 

person and artist, his works still persevere through the ages and give inspiration to aspiring artists. 
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